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ABSTRACT
The conventional subject search strategy of querying with words and
phrases has been creating a lot of difficulties for the users of Online Public
Access Catalogue (OPAC) systems because of the matching problems with
the system vocabulary. An alternative is to use search by browsing through
related records. In the proposed novel interface for the OPAC, a citation
network approach is employed for subject access by browsing. The users
can scan the references in a document and also the citations for a
document and they can select the relevant materials from these related
records. Abstracts are provided for the evaluation of the relevance.
HyperCard, a: hypertext-oriented software package for the Apple Macintosh
Computer is used for the design of this novel interface. The aim of this
OPAC design is to achieve a user-friendly interface which supports
browsing and navigation. Facility for cocitation search is also provided.
Through cocitation search, relevant and recent documents in a particular
subject area can be retrieved by checking whether two useful documents
are cited together. The interface design procedure is accomplished by using
the HyperCard programming language HyperTalk. An evaluation of the
prototype design is done through task performance tests and interviews.
The values of citation search and cocitation search were appreciated by the
evaluators, particularly by the subject specialists. A touch screen interface
would be more useful in public access catalogues; since some users are
inexperienced in using a mouse as a pointing device. This interface is
feasible for a small subject area. But how this interface can be incorporated
into a large OPAC system for providing useful browsing through citation
networks is a matter of further research.
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CHAPTER 1 : INTRODUCTION

1.1

An introduction to Online Public Access Catalogue (OPAO

It was at the turn of the 1980's that Online Public Access
Catalogues (OPACs) started replacing the card catalogues in the
libraries of North America and Europe in a big way, as a natural
sequel to the ongoing automation ventures. The society as a
whole is being influenced by the computer revolution, and
libraries have to keep pace with the technology to cater to the
increased expectations of the users. A lot of literature on OPAC is
now available. Efthimiadis and Neilson have listed 1226 unique
items on OPAC in the second edition of A Classified Bibliography

on Online Public Access Catalogues (1989)1,2. This clearly shows
the importance shown to OPAC studies by the library profession.
The earlier online catalogues opened to public were just crude
replications of the card catalogues. Because of the developments
in Computer technology and OPAC research, there are a variety
of online catalogue systems available now. Some of them are
developed by commercial vendors (eg. Geac), while others are
developed by either cooperative library networks (eg. Libertas of
South West Automated Library Cataloguing Project - SWALCAP)
or by individual library systems (eg. MELVYL of California
University). With so many OPAC systems around, Hildreth has
arrived at a generation-wise classification of OPACS3. This
classification actually does not reflect any chronological
delineation, but only 'tries

~o

identify the qualitative stages of

evolution in the design and production of online catalogues'4.
1

The first generation Opacs were mostly automated circulation
control systems opened for the general users as an afterthought.
They provided only a very few access points, such as author, title,
and class number. Subject access was very much minimal.
The second generation OPACs have been designed to improve
search facilities. The techniques followed in conventional online
information retrieval systems, like DIALOG, MED LINE, etc.
were heavily incorporated into OPAC design to attain this. They
support search by Boolean logic and use keywords. The other
capabilities of the second generation online catalogues include
restriction of the searches by specified fields, taking care of
truncation of words and limiting the results by date or publisher.
Different choices for display formats are also available. Most of
the vendor- supplied systems correspond to this generation.
But, the highly structured and command-driven online retrieval
mechanism available with the second generation OPACs is
suitable only for the experienced users. In fact, OPAC is meant for
a much wider user population with varying competence and
experience in using computers as well as in expressing search
strategies. In such systems, matching of the user-input query
terms and the system vocabulary creates problems for retrieval
and the users feel unhappy at the terminal confronted with a
cluttered screen with too many instructions.
The modem or the third generation OPACs are to be more user
friendly and are expected to give the users satisfying results in
their quest for information sources. Many research projects in
different parts of the world are trying to tackle the problems of
2

online catalogues. To quote examples, there are the ongoing
research projects, such as OKAPI funded by the British Library
Research and Development Departments
and the
HYPERCATalog project at the LIBLAB (Library and Information
Science Research Laboratory) at Linkoping University, Sweden 6•
The CITE project at the National Library of Medicine 7 and DDC
online project funded by Council on Library Resources (CLR),
Forest Press (the Publisher of DDC) and Online Computer Library
Centre (OCLC)8 were some of the major initiatives in USA in this
direction.
Traditionally library catalogues were monograph-oriented.
Journal articles, conference papers, etc. which are very much in
demand were generally not included in the catalogues. Access to
these information sources have been through the commercial
Abstracting and Indexing (A&I) databases. Even now, most of the
OPACs give information only about the monograph collection.
Thus, only a fraction of the materials available in the library gets
represented in the OPAC. The online environment is fast changing
this outlook. Advocating the inclusion of the records on journal
articles, Barbara Quint has written, 'without good, widespread
access to journal articles, however, a library is like an information
palace without door knobs'9. She was airing a general feeling of
the time. That was in 1987. The same year CLR (Council on
Library Resources) and IBM (International Business Machines
Corporation) supported an experiment at University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign on incorporating direct online database
search facilities through the OPACIO. A pioneer in this venture,
MELVYL of the California University Library included Medline
3

files in their system and made them available at selected terminals
in November, 1987 for user accessll . By 1988, several other
libraries in USA started mounting commercial A & I database files
to their OPACs. Online reference materials, such as dictionaries,
encyclopaedias, etc. are now being mounted along with the
OPAC. Online text retrieval is the next appealing option for the
library users. As the technology develops further, the constraints
of storage and other hardware-software problems may disappear
to promote the wide-spread use of augmented OPACs.
The advances in information technology and communications
technology has changed the library scene drastically. Thus, present
day OPAC can give details on a variety of information sources.
'With networking facility, it is not confining its services or coverage
to a single library. It can also contain information on documents
which are not available in the particular collection. Networking
facilitates speedy interlibrary loan which can be negotiated at the
OPAC interface itself. In such an environment, OPAC needs some
re-definition. Reflecting on this issue, Culkin acknowledged the
relevance of the words 'online', 'public' and 'access' in 'Online
Public Access Catalogue', but expressed some reservations on the
'Catalogue' part of the name because it connoted the traditional
idea of confining the coverage to a single library system 12.
Meanings change over time to imbibe the new trends. Gregor and
Mandel are of the opinion that 'the Catalogue no longer functions
only "to show what the library has" (Cutter's second objective)
but to show what the library can obtain for the user'13. Buckland
views OPAC as 'the umbrella for the totality of bibliographical
records linked to holdings records that a given library makes
4

available' 14. OPAC, of course gives status information and
location information for documents in a single library or for a
system of participating libraries. The idea of OPAC has
considerably expanded over the years to represent its new role as
an enhanced information retrieval system aspiring to become the
'library users' window on the world' IS.
VVith the proliferation and popularity of computerisation a new
discipline, Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) has emerged and
the end-user is getting the utmost attention. User interface design
for ease and usability is the watchword. Since OPAC is an
interactive system for the library users, ease in conducting a
search, efficiency in retrieving the right documents and browsing
facility are some of the attributes demanded at the user interface.
Hypertext systems and WIMPS (Windows, Icons, Mouse, and
Pointers) environment can be meaningfully used to achieve such
user interface designs. Even the advanced techniques of artificial
intelligence (AI) and expert systems are also being experimented
at the design of user interfaces.

1.2 The Project
The proposed project is largely influenced by the following
premises of Hildreth:
Librarians have long understood the differences between
'known-item' searches and 'subject' searches in the catalogue.
Now, we need to equally appreciate different kinds of subject
searches and searching requirements. Alternative design
models and retrieval methods which support these separate
needs and modes of searching behaviour should be
integrated into improved subject OPACs16 •

5

An alternative approach to an interface should take care of search
by browsing. A citation network is a useful model for such a
browsing system. Thus it has been decided that the objective of
this project is to design a novel interface for OPAC to facilitate
search by browsing through the references and citations. Since it
is a citation network approach a cocitation search search strategy
is also attempted.

1.3 The Dissertation
Chapter 2 of this dissertation reviews the issues in subject access
at the OPAC with special reference to the use of browsing.
Chapter 3 is on the importance of references, citations and
co citation search in subject access. Chapter 4 is on the
characteristics of the proposed novel interface. Chapter 5 reviews
the developments in user interface design and Chapter 6 describes
the features of HyperCard as a User Interface Design Tool.
Chapter 7 describes the design procedure of the novel interface.
Chapter 8 is on evaluation of the developed interface and the
results and Chapter 9 is for recommendations and conclusions.

6
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CHAPTER 2: SUBJECT ACCESS AT THE OPACS

2.1 Conventional subject access: problems and developments
The two maxims current about OPACs are:
1.
2.

Users prefer subject searches
Users experience difficulties In carrying out
subject searches

The results of the first large scale study on the use of OPACs
conducted in USA, supported by Council on Library Resources
(CLR) corroborated these views l . Other studies also came out
with the same conc1usions2,3.
The difficulties in subject search arise because of the person-toperson differences in describing documents and information
needs. There can be three possible different perspectives on the
same document in an information retrieval (IR) situation. The
author describes the topic of the document through the title, of
course, if it is not fanciful. The author's view may reflect a
'subjective' approach to the subject of the document. The
indexer I cataloguer attempts to describe the subject of the
document as objectively as possible using a controlled vocabulary
of either a list of subject headings or a thesaurus. But the request
for the same document may come up in an entirely different
expression. The user's description depends on the experience in
the subject field, the aspect of the subject in which hel she is
interested, and the language skills. Or the user may envisage a
new use and hence a valid new description for the document in
9

question, which the author or the indexer has not even dreamed
of. Information retrieval (IR) research right from the time of the
introduction of online search services on Abstracting and Indexing
(A&I) databases, has been trying to achieve the matching of the
potentially divergent views on the subject of documents at the
search interface.
IR research coined the terms precision and recall, to evaluate
retrieval output after a search for a topic. The efforts to achieve
precision may result in search failure and a liberal approach may
result in recall of many documents resulting in information
overload. Larson4 has metaphorically described the situation as
the danger of being between the Scylla of search failure and
Charybdis of information overload. Related to this is the
controversy on the use of free-text or natural language
vocabulary as indexed from the title, abstract or even the full text,
if available vs. the controlled vocabulary, which is still to be

settled. In controlled vocabulary again there is the controversy on
the use of pre-coordinated list of subject headings vs. thesaurus
which warrants post-coordination of terms. The emergence of
terms/keywords as the main form of access to information
retrieval systems necessitated the introduction of Boolean logic.
But, soon it was found that in the case of systems like OPAC
where users are not trained in search strategies, Boolean
operators became a problemS. First of all, there is a usual
tendency among the users to confuse the Boolean AND" with the
"OR". Even if the user learns the correct meanings of the Boolean
operators, there are still difficulties in applying the exact
combinations to achieve the right results. Another problem with
the Boolean operation on information retrieval systems is search
11

10

failures or too little output when three or more search terms are
combined using AND".
11

Some other well-known problems at the search interface include
typing errors, differences in spelling practices (British and
American), abbreviations and acronyms, plural and singular
forms, grammatical differences in presenting terms like the
practice of using "ing" or the noun form, homonyms, synonyms,
etc. In a review, Larson has listed the developments in IR research
which were aimed to tackle these problems6:
1.

Lead the user from free-text terms to the
corresponding subject headings or class numbers
associated with potentially relevant items.

2.

Alleviate search failure through stem searching,
spelling correction, and partial matching of
queries.

3.

Rank the retrieved items in order of their
probability of relevance to the user's query.

4.

Facilitate more open-ended searching and
search expansion through the use of relevance
feedback.

Some of these remedies are already being implemented in some of
the operational OPAC systems. For example, CITE system at the
National Library of Medicine (USA) has incorporated the concept
of 'relevance feedback'7. At the CITE interface the user's query
terms are automatically stemmed, the spellings are corrected, and
term frequency weighting is done. The resulting terms are then
mapped with the subject headings from MeSH. The user is then
11

asked to confirm or alter the ranking of the terms. The approved
terms are then input as the query. The retrieved records are
displayed in a ranking order. The user is again asked to indicate
the relevant records. The system uses this relevance feedback to
formulate a new query adding the subject headings from the
relevant records. The search becomes interactive. Likewise,
Libertas of SLS (SWALCAP LIBRARY SERVICES) in UK has
implemented some of the solutions from the prestigious OKAPI
projects. In Libertas, instead of the use of Boolean operator
"AND" each term in the search is assigned a weight, which is
inversely related to the frequency of the term and the search
output is presented in the form of a ranked list of documents with
the most likely to be relevant coming first.
I

The problems discussed above are encountered usually at the
conventional form of search using search terms and phrases. The
classic model of IR, as shown in Figure 1, depends on the match of
the document representation and the query9. Palay and Fox have
termed this kind of search as 'Parameterised Search' and
characterised it as 'strictly focused, in the sense that the user must
specify exactly the set of attributes that the records must contain
and/ or satisfy' as different from the search by browsing 10•
Hildreth also differentiated these two forms of search and called
them "query searching" and "browse searching"l1. Nowadays,
browsing as a search procedure is getting a lot of attention.

12
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2.2 Browsing for subject access
Browsing in the library context is an acknowledged form of access
to the collection to find out useful materials. According to Apted 12
browsing through books and journals is 'general purposive
browsing' and browsing through library catalogues or
bibliographies is 'specific browsing'. Specific browsing is rather
done with a particular purpose in mind and it is not done in a
haphazard way.
Serendipity is one of the products of browsing. More than the
possible serendipitous discovery of useful materials, browsing is
credited to foster creativityl3. Commenting on broWSing of mass
media, Davis wrote:
The human brain can store and retrieve billions of bits of
information, combine them in often almost unbelievable
ways, and create concepts and knowledge that never before
existed. To do this, the most diverse and detailed input is
needed. 14

The quality of browsing as enhancing creativity is well accounted.
MartinIS pleaded for end-user searching of A&I databases since it
would lead to browsing, thus promoting conducive atmosphere to
get innovative ideas.
'With the provision of abstracts and meaningful linking of records,
browsing of OPAC can be made a creative process. Browsing at
the OPAC is considered a 'heuristic search'. Some of the browsing
heuristics a searcher might follow, as adapted from Thompson
and Croft16, are described below.
If the current document is interesting, a searcher may like to see:
13

1.

2.
3.
4.

Other works by its authors.
References listed in the document.
Citations for the document.
Other papers in the same conference
proceedings or other articles in the same journal·
issue, depending on the nature of the document.

Several such browsing links can be thought of. Without the
difficulties encountered at the conventional search systems,
subject access is possible by browsing through such meaningfully
linked documents.
Another advantage of browsing is that user can evaluate the
utility of the information source at the browse mode comparing
the information provided with the document description with his
own requirements and select the record. This conforms to the
'berrypicking' model of searching suggested by Bates17. A major
aspect of the berrypicking model is giving enough facility for
browsing. Bates has criticised the 'lingering tendency in
information science to see browsing in contrast to directed
searching, to see it as a casual don't-know-what-I-want
behaviour that one engages in separately from regular
searching'18. Ellis 19 has emphasised the role of browsing as a
standard way of information searching.
The responsibility is on the user. The system, in this case, does not
sit at value judgment for the relevance of the documents. But, the
system should take care that the user is not lost in the maze of
records. There should be proper navigational facilities.
14

The development of Hypertext systems is another factor which
has stimulated added enthusiasm for browsing. Now linking of
records has become an easy possibility, thus paving way for the
design of OPACs with browsing facilities.
2.2.1 Hypertext systems for browsing
Any treatise on hypertext can not but mention that seminal article,
I

As we may think' by Vannevar Bush 20, which was published in

1945. His ideas were very innovative. He identified the
associational nature of human mind and wanted an information
retrieval system based on the associational links. He even
suggested a system called "Memex" for this purpose. The
technology of the time was not so much conducive for the
production of such a machine. Later Douglas Engelbart,
acknowledged as the inventor of word processing, screen
windows and 'mouse' device, worked on the principles of linking
texts and developed a system called NLS (oN Line System) which
had non-hierarchical links21 • But the credit for popularising the
concept of such links and coining the term 'hypertext' goes to Ted
Nelson. He is pursuing the project 'Xanadu' for the fulfilment of
his ambition to have a single system for all the world literary
output which can be followed by associative links22 •
Work on hypertext created some operational systems. The first to
come out was NoteCards developed by Xerox Pao Alto Research
Center. This card metaphor was used in Apple computer's more
famous HyperCard. The linking is between records in the form of
cards. NoteCards has got extensive use of windows. It is possible
to create displays of the NoteCards hierarchy for browsing.
15

NoteCards was developed as a general purposive hypertext
system. H yperCard also uses linking and browsing mechanism
through its buttons. An extensive description of HyperCard is
given in Chapter 6.
Another earlier hypertext system is 'Guide' developed at the
University of Kent. Later Office Workstations Limited (OWL)
marketed this product. Guide database consists of a hierarchically
structured text with cross reference connections. Text and
graphics can be used in Guide database creation. Guide uses a
scrolling method as in word processing systems. A guide
document is a single scrolling field. Within text there are buttons
which when selected gives the associated text.
I

A hypertext system consists of nodes

('chunks') of information

and links between them'23. Database management systems also
can develop various links, as in relational and object-oriented
links. But such systems emphasise on search by some criteria and
report production. Hypertext systems, on the other hand, rely on
reading and browsing.
Conklin commended the browsing capacity of hypertext systems
and at the same time he was anxious about the user disorientation
in complex hypertext systems 24 • Navigation is a problem in such
cases. But when the organisation of the system is made clear
instances of getting lost in the network can be made minimal. By
giving proper messages as to where one is, the system can give
the much needed guidance. Graphical browsers and maps with
nodes as documents can also help in navigation. But such
representations is possible only with small sets of information.
16
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CHAPTER 3 : REFERENCES, CITATIONS AND
COCITATION SEARCH

3.1 References and citations for subject access

Browsing through footnotes, references and bibliographies in
books and articles has been an accustomed method pursued by the
researchers for getting information sources. INFROSS study on
social scientists revealed a clear preference for this kind of
search1. Likewise the study conducted by Van Styvendaele among
the engineers, scientists, and social scientists in an academic
environment also reported the popularity of footnotes and lists of
references in documents as the sources for materials of interest2•
The two terms 'references' and 'citations' are sometimes used
interchangeably in some contexts by some authors. But, in this
project the difference between the two terms are succinct! y
delineated as follows. The items given in the list of references
appended to a document are called 'references' in that document.
When that particular document is referred to by a number of other
documents, these documents are called 'citations' to that
document. Fig. 2 shows the relation between a citing and cited
document. Document Dl is cited by Document D2. In turn it can
be told Document D2 is citing Document Dl. Dl is the reference in
D2 and D2 is the citation for Dl. There is a time factor also
involved in the citing - cited relationship. Since the references
given in a document belong to a date prior to that document, the
following up of references is termed 'backward chaining'3.
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If a document is relevant, it is presumed that its citations are also

relevant. Following up citations is called "forward chaining'4,
since the citations for a document can happen at any point of time
in the future. The information retrieval effectiveness of citations
are used in the citation index services offered by the Institute for
Scientific Information (ISI), Philadelphia. The commercial success
of the citation indexes by ISI proves the value of citations. Eugene
Garfield, the founder of ISI commenting on the usefulness of
citation notes that it is 'a precise, unambiguous representation of
a subject that requires no interpretation and is immune to changes
in terminology'S.
The citation is always related in some way to its subject content or
methodology adopted for the work. Brooks identified seven
motivational factors for the citing of documents6•
1.
Currency
Current documents are cited for the prestige factor
involved in the up-to-dateness of the research.
2.
Negative credit
Authors have to criticise, correct and disclaim and
dispute other works citing the questioned documents.
This kind of error detection is considered useful
contribution to the field.
3.
Operational information
Methodologies and information about apparatus,
tools are borrowed from the cited paper.
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4.
Persuasiveness
Researchers refer to documents to establish the
correctness of their methods and results.
S.
Positive credit
Documents by pioneers and other such related works
are cited giving due recognition to the earlier works in
the field.
6.
Reader alert
References are sometimes given for background
reading for those who are interested in the
developments in the field.
Social consensus
Some works are cited just because they are well
established papers and they are expected to be quoted.
7.

Garfield has reported a study by Vinkler in which the motivations
for citing are classified in to two main groups, 'professional
motivations' and 'connectional motivations'7. Professional
motivations refer to the contributions of theoretical and practical
aspects acknowledged by citing the documents. Connectional
motivations evolve from the relationship between the citing
authors and cited authors. But, most of the references are for
professional motivations only.
Searching through references and citations brings to the fore the
multidisciplinary approach, which the traditional search by query
can not do. Another major advantage of references and citations
is that there is no semantic problem which usually affects the
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query search by keywords and phrases. The citation link does not
depend on the changing of the names of concepts and techniques
in subject fields.
Redundant and perfunctory citations can cause some problems,
since retrieval of such materials does not serve any purpose. But
Egghe and Rousseau 8 are of the opinion that redundant citations
may be signalling simultaneous and independent discovery.

3. 2

Co citation search

As a measure of relation between two documents Kessler 9
proposed Bibliographic coupling between two records. If there is
one common reference between two records, it is considered that
the two records are related with a bibliographic coupling strength
of one. Innovating on this connection Small10 proposed a new
measure of relation called co citation which is considered to be
more strong (It is reported that Marshakova also arrived at this
concept independently ll). If two documents are cited together by a
document, they are said to be cocited. The three documents thus
connected must be having subject similarity or associated by the
co-occurrence of ideas. Figure 3 illustrates a co citation context.
Documents A and B are two cocited documents. X and Y are two
documents cociting them. Therefore, cocitation is recommended
for information retrieval purposes. The documents retrieved by
cocitation search by checking if two pertinent documents are cited
together are found to be useful and recent. Chapman and
Subramanyam in a study has noted that a co citation search by
specifying documents retrieves fewer, but highly relevant
22
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documents and suggested co citation search where precision is at a
premium12• While the bibliographical coupling strength of two
documents remains static, the co citation of two documents can
give newer and newer documents over the years until the cocited
documents become obsolete.
The relevance of the co citing documents is acknowledged by the
use of these documents to enhance indexing. The titles of the
documents derived from a co citation search are used to add more
index terms, on the premise that they will be relevant13•
Co citation search is not offered by any operational systems. Even
in citation index services offered by IS I, cocitation search can be
done only by expert searchers using the Boolean operation of
intersecting ( using the operator' AND') two sets of citation
searches.
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CHAPTER 4 : THE NOVEL INTERFACE: PROPOSITION

4. 1 The characteristics of the Novel Interface
The novel interface is based on the presumption that browsing
through the citations and references of relevant documents can
help in retrieving useful materials. There is no provision in this
OPAe for conventional search by keywords or subject headings.
The access to the catalogue is directed by the usual information
seeking patterns of researchers. Ellis has found that researchers in
social sciences usually start the literature search by seeking the
help of experienced people in the subject area and asking them for
references to introductory works, key references and key authors 1.
This kind of starting the work on information search is true for
any branch of knowledge. Taking the cue, the novel interface
provides a list of authors in the subject area for access to the
catalogue.
Another access point is through the highly cited documents in the
subject area. 'Highly cited documents can be considered as
'exemplars' or 'concept symbols': illustrations of methods, or
theories which comprise the essential repertoire of techniques for
practitioners of a speciality'2.
Once access is established user can go back and forth through
citation network comprising of references in documents and
citations to documents. Figure 4 illustrates the citation network.
An important point to be considered is to provide navigational
aids so that the user is not lost in the network of citations and
references. The user can evaluate the usefulness of the record by
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going through the abstract provided. Once the usefulness is
ascertained the document can be selected to be included in a list
which can be printed at the end of the session. Information on the
status of the document as to whether it is available in the library
or whether it is on loan is to be provided. Ideally reservation and
interlibrary loan request also should be possible at the novel
interface.
An important feature of the novel interface is the facility for
cocitation search. A list of cited works in the subject area is
presented to the user so that a cocitation search is possible as
easily as possible by selecting the documents.

4.2

Similar systems and the novel interface

4. 2. 1 Citation index services from the Institute for Scientific
Information (ISI)
Citation approach is almost synonymous with the well-known
citation index services of the IS!. The Online search services for
SciSearch, Social SciSearch and Arts & Humanities Search are
available in UK through the Joint Academic Network (JANET).
CD-ROM version of SCI and SSCI are also available. Menudriven interfaces are used for all these. Cocitation search is not
available in any of these indexes. It can be done by ANDing
together the sets from two citation searches. But, for an untrained
user it is a difficult procedure. In the CD-ROM version a 'related
records' search is possible. This is done through bibliographic
coupling and the retrieved set is presented in a ranking order
according to the bibliographic coupling strength. Thus the records
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having the most number of common references with a particular
document comes first. Only a maximum of twenty such records
are shown. Tseng, et al. studied the CD_ROM version of SCI and
found this offer of "Related Records" very convenient and usefuP.
The search on Science Citation Index through JAN ET is not
particularly user friendly. When citation searching is requested,
the following menu appears:
R - Search cited references
A - Inspect cited author index
J- Inspect cited journal index
or go to Search (S) Options (0) Citations (C) Issues (E)
or type HELP or Exit
On entering R for searching cited references: a form filling type
screen comes, where it is asked step by step the following
questions:
Enter citation author name,
Enter year or a range of years,
Enter a volume number,
Enter a page number, and
Enter a journal expression
Then if an author name is entered, a screen giving the citations for
the author is given in the following form,
Sources
lA] SPIELBERGER_RK, 1984 VOL.7 P.193, IEEE T COMPON HYBR

10

If more than one cited article for an author is present, all the
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articles are shown with consecutive letter tags. The documents
will be then arranged according to the year of publication.
Documents can be selected by tagging. The citations for the
tagged articles can be displayed or the output can be downloaded
into one's E-Mail file.
'With the cited author index option, the author name can be given
for finding the total references for a particular author. Journal
name also can be likewise checked for knowing the citations. But
the entry of the Journal for checking is the biggest problem in SCI.
There is no standard way of expression for any journal. It can be
entered as truncated words in the title using the wildcard * and
employing the Boolean expressions AND or OR. A check for the
journal, 'IEEE Transactions on Components, Hybrids, and
Manufacturing Technology' gave the following interesting
results:
IEEE T COMP HYBR MAN
IEEE T COMP HYBR MFR
IEEE T COMP HYBRID M
IEEE T COMP HYBRIDDS
IEEE T COMPON HYBR
IEEE T COMPONENTS HY
Several other such combinations for the same journal can be seen.
There is no standardisation for it. To be fair to the ISI, they
acknowledge the inconsistency in Journal expression and warn
that it is difficult to discover all the possibilities using it. But this
discrepancy led to the splitting up of a total of 16 citations for the
1984 article by R.K. Spielberger into two different entries with ten
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and six citations, the difference being the rendering of the journal
expression.
4. 2. 2 Intelligent Interface for Information Retrieval (I3R)
Thompson and Croft 4 have reported setting up of a browsing
system, called Intelligent Interface for Information Retrieval (PR)
for text retrieval. For browsing a citation network is used. The
system intelligently processes the query in natural language to
extract terms and incorporates also the earlier domain knowledge
level of the user if the user has previously used the system to
reformulate the query. Then the documents retrieved are shown
for approval. If a relevant document is selected a browse option is
given. A graphical representation of nodes are used to initiate
browsing. These are called neighbourhood and context maps. In
. the neighbourhood map the central node represents the document
selected and the surrounding nodes are provided by the system as
likely to be interesting depending upon whether they are related
because they are referred to in the document or cited by the
document .. 'In context map the nodes are
marked as to
whether they are visited or judged relevant or recommended. The
system is primarily window oriented and it is implemented in
Common Lisp on a DEC VAX Station H. This is mainly a full text
oriented system incorporating both query search and browsing. It
is a highly evolved system.
4. 2. 3 Transient Hypergraphs for citation networks5
By this system browsing through citations and references is
possible. Cocitation search is also attempted. HyperCard package
was first used to construct 'hypergraphs' to graphically represent
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the document nodes in a citation network of citing and cited
documents. But, the version of HyperCard available at the time
was found to be not suitable for transient hypergraph system since
the HyperCard links were to be made at the database itself and
they were permanent fixes. Transient means, the links created
should be dynamic and should last only for the particular session.
It was later implemented on INGRES on a Sun work station.
HyperCard 2.0 version and the programming language
HyperTalk version 2.0 are much more versatile than the earlier
versions. The features of HyperCard and HyperTalk are discussed
in Chapter 6. Creation of transient network views is now possible
with HyperCard. The links can be made dynamic through
scripting by the added facilities of HyperTalk version 2.0.
Different views and linkings of the database can be shown
without actually changing the internal structure. Thus the novel
interface is implemented on HyperCard version 2.0.
4.3. Novel interface: Design considerations
Browsing links are to be created instantaneously for the session
and on ending the session these links must vanish. The database
should not be permanently affected by the creation of the links.
The browsing is aided by navigational cues so that the user may
not get lost in the network links. Always one may come back to the
original position and start new searches. For example, both
forward chaining from a document through its references and
backward chaining through its citations should be possible in a
single session.
Usual user interface design guidelines are to be followed for the
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creation of an easy-to-use system. Novel interface should be
aesthetically and functionally attractive. Screen design,
presentation of information, and designing of the objects meant
for direct manipulation of the interface are all important facets to
be considered. User interface design itself is now a major domain
attracting the attention of the computer world.
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CHAPTER 5 : INTERFACE DESIGN ISSUES

5.1 User interface design: General considerations
In the early years of computers, the concept of user interface was
not important. During those days engineers and programmers
were the users. Grudin in a historical analysis of user interfaces
has observed, 'the principal focus of activity in computer
development has moved gradually from hardware to software
and is now shifting toward the user interface'l. Through the 60's
and mid-70's computer programmers remained the principal
users. At that time, improving the user interface meant improving
programmer efficiency. Emergence of interactive terminals and
personal computers shifted the emphasis from programmers as
users to programmers developing better interfaces for nonprogramming end-users. This was the time when wordprocessing
programmes and spread sheet programmes flooded the market. A
new discipline human-computer interaction emerged. It involves
a distinct multidisciplinary approach drawing expertise from
cognitive psychology, ergonomics, graphical arts, etc.
Technological advances that help in the betterment of humancomputer interaction include 'the availability of memory and
processing power, more sophisticated approaches to knowledge
representation in software, and the spread of multitasking
operating systems and software products that motivate a greater
focus on dialogue and task organization'2.
Because it is a new domain the terminologies have not yet
stabilised in this subject area. Various combinations of words are
now used to describe the interaction between humans and
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computers: 'Human-computer interaction (HCI)" 'Computerhuman interaction (CHI)', 'Computer-human interface (CH!)',
'Computer interface', 'User interface', and just 'interface'. A user
interface can be generally defined as 'a mechanism that facilitates
the flow of information between a computer and a human'3.
There is a simplistic view of user interface as a front end to a
system. But in systems where the data structure itself is to be used
for the presentation of proper expressions to satisfy user needs, it
is better to view the interface design as the total system design. As
Yee has put it4:
It is irrelevant to the user whether the solution is part

of the software or part of the data structure. This is
not to suggest that one of the solutions may not be
preferable in terms of reliability, efficiency, or clarity of
the user-computer dialogue, but rather to suggest that
design of an effective user-computer interface requires
effective design as a whole, including relationships
and structures inherent in the data itself.
In OPAC systems, where the links are to be brought to the notice
of users, there should be good planning even at the database
design stage itself for the development of the interface.
Guidelines for effective human-computer interaction at the
interface have been given by many researchers in the area. It is
reported that Smith and Mosier have compiled a mammoth list of
944 guidelines for the human-computer dialogueS. Barker
summarised the guidelines put forth by many researchers into a
convenient list of six basic principles6•
1.

Be logical

The logical nature of information processing by the
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computers is a fact well-known among the users. Thus
this logicality should be extended to the interface
domain. The tasks to be followed by the users should
be arranged logically, naturally and smoothly.
2.
Make interfaces and dialogues appropriate.
When designing interactive systems, it is important to
ensure that the interface system and its supporting
dialogue are appropriate to the requirements.
3.
Consistent·
Consistency in presenting a certain information which
is to appear in all screens is a good design principle.
4.
Be humane
It is necessary to give the users a feeling that he / she is
part of a well-designed human-computer activity
system, as in: giving the error messages, the choice of
appropriate terminology for messages, and the nature
of tasks to be performed by the users. They should not
be overloaded by information or with tasks.
5.
Be moderate
This is corollary to the requirement to be humane. It is
very important to avoid cluttering of the screen.
Overuse of colour or sound is to be avoided.
Ergonomically sound, and aesthetic application of
audio- and video-effects is to be encouraged. Users
should not be confused by offering too many options.
The well known 'seven plus or minus two' theory of
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G A Miller7 is to be remembered when the screen is
designed. More than nine objects or options will
burden the users. Enough vacant spaces should be
there on the screen.
6.

Make the interface adaptable.

Users, the human component of the system, are all
different in their outlooks, temperaments, and
perceptions. Physically disabled users also are to be
taken care of while designing a system. For example, if
colours are used to denote certain aspects on the
screen as part of the interface, it will be difficult for the
colour-blind people to use the system. It is reported
that eight percent of the males of North America and
Europe are colourblind8. The interface should be
adaptable to cater to a wide variety of users.
Reliability and robustness are two other important qualities
expected from a user interface 9• Reliability is a measure of
whether the system performs correctly. It should do the intended
function very well. Robustness is a measure of the system
tolerance of users' mistakes. A wrong move from the user should
not result in a fatal error for the system, which may frighten
users. As far as possible, there should be a facility for the actions
to be made reversible, if warranted. Irreversible functions should
be confirmed again with a message before execution.
Visual clarity is another important factor which makes a
successful design. Information should be grouped meaningfully to
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attract the user's attention. Information displayed on the screen
should be clear, well-organised, unambiguous and easy to read.
Aesthetic considerations should guide the screen design.
Online user guidance should be provided to help the user. The
system should explain the options available for the benefit of the
users. Users may forget the aspects of the system after some time
if they are not continuously using a system. So help provision is a
must in any interface.
A good interface should be easy to learn without much training.
The need for memorisation should be minimal. Even a manual
should be unnecessary for a good interface. The earliest user
interfaces were all command-based. One deterrent factor for
users was the need to memorise the commands. When commands
are given on the screen as prompts, the screen becomes cluttered.
Some of the OPAe interfaces are still like this. Menu-based
interfaces were introduced to help users in using the commands
without the burden of remembering them. One criticism against
the menu-driven system is that only preplanned paths can be
followed.

5.2 Direct manipulation interfaces
Direct manipulation with WIMPs (Windows, Icons, Mouse and
Pointers) and object-oriented programming changed the whole
scene of interface design. Object-oriented programming is defined
as 'a method of implementation in which programs are organised
as cooperative collections of objects, each of which represents an
instant of some class, and whose classes are all members of a
hierarchy of classes united via inheritance relationships' 10. Since
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direct manipulation involves graphical representations it is also
termed graphical user interface (GUI). When Apple's Macintosh
computer was launched with graphical user interface (GUn
features it was presented as "the computer for the rest of US"ll to
distinguish it from the contemporary computers which needed a
lot of training for use. A graphical user interface replaces the
complex command language of a computer's operating system
with something that is easy to use and comprehend. The software
packages and the designed products using them all now try to
become user friendly. It has been welcomed by many because any
product that can reduce training time would be invaluable12• With
direct manipulation, there is no need for commands or menus. The
interaction with the computer is by pointing with a mouse or by
touch at visual representations of actions (icons) or at words in
the text. According to Shneiderman, 'dealing with representations
of objects may be more "natural" and closer to innate human
capabilities: action and vision skills emerged well before language
in human evolution'13. The features of direct manipulation
interfaces and their beneficial attributes are summarised as
followS 14 :
a) Features of direct manipulation interfaces
1. Continuous representation of the objects and

actions of interest
2. Physical actions or labelled button presses instead
of complex syntax
3. Rapid incremental reversible operations whose
impact on the object of interest is immediately
visible.
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b)

Beneficial attributes of direct manipulation
interfaces

1. Novices can learn basic functionality quickly,
usually through a demonstration by a more
experienced user

2. Experts can work rapidly to carry out a wide range
of tasks, even defining new functions and features
3. Knowledgeable intermittent users can retain
operational concepts
4 Error messages are rarely needed.
5. Users can immediately see if their actions are
furthering their goals, and, if not, they can simply
change the direction of their activity
6. Users experience less anxiety because the system is
comprehensible and because actions are so easily
reversible.
7. Users gain confidence and mastery because they are
the initiators of action, they feel in control, and the
system responses are predictable.
As part of the research on direct manipulation interfaces, studies
on pointer devices have been conducted. Mac Aogain and Reilly 15
have recommended the silent parking of the cursor by mouse click
as against the mouse click accompanied by audio 'beep' signals
from the system. Another study comparing mouse and touch
screen as pointing devices reported the advantages of touch
screen as it is easy to learn and use16•
But just like the menu-driven systems, direct manipulation
systems also give only preordained choices. Another problem is
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the interpretation of the icons. The designer's intention for a
particular icon may be misunderstood by the users. Although it is
told that one picture is worth thousand words it is advisable to
give the corresponding verbal representation along with the
icon17•

5.3 Further developments in interface design
A new area of research with tremendous potential for interface
design is speech recognition. Now, only tutored voices can be
recognised by the computer. Human voice differs from person to
person. Moreover speech changes with emotion. Accents pose
another problem. Continuous flow of speech with words blurring
into each other makes computer recognition of ordinary speech a
difficult proposition. Yet work is continuing in this direction18•

5.4 Interface design procedure: a flowchart
Baker has developed a flowchart for interface design (see
Figure 5) 19. According to this flowchart, first the problem which is
implemented using the computer is to be identified and analysed.
The requirements are to be delineated. Then at the design
interface there are three components to be taken care of. They are
hardware, software, and user population.
1. Hardware considerations.
The hardware available or which is selected
determines the design procedure. The nature of the
peripheral devices, like mouse or touch screen
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Flowchart for interface design

influences the design. Or it is to be planned, what kind
of peripherals are needed for a particular application.
Hardware with proprietary operating system also
influences the design procedure.
2. Software
The interface needs invariably a software package for
its implementation. The selection of the software
again depends on the hardware. The software should
be able to carry out the design work satisfactorily.
3. Users
Users form an important component of the interface
system. It is for the users that the system is designed.
So the designer should know the nature of the users.
They may be expert or naive, frequent or infrequent
users. The success of the design depends on the
acceptance of the design by the users. The designer
should anticipate the type of training the users need
for the use of the product.
The prototype design product should be tested with the users for
its efficiency and usability. several methods exist for the
evaluation of the interface. These methods are discussed in
Chapter 8. Evaluation process is an important aspect of any user
interface design.
After the evaluation, the modifications warranted by the testing
are implemented and again they are tested. This kind of iterative
design process makes a fine design. If the design fails because of
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the initial specifications which can not be taken care of by the
hardware, software or not suitable for the users, the
specifications are changed and the design is again done.

5.5 User interface design tools
There are several user interface design tools and specific user
interface management systems. Human-computer interface
development tools are themselves interactive systems that
support production and execution of the human-computer
interface. Hix and Schulman20 evaluated the usability and
functionality of three interface development tools,
Demo,HyperCard, and Prototyper and recommended HyperCard
as the appropriate tool among the three. The selection was
dependent on the following criteria:
1.

Tool must be capable of producing a large
variety of menus and forms.

2.

Tool must be easy to use for the types of
interfaces it can produce.

3.

Tool must mainly use object manipulation for
producing interfaces.

HyperCard could satisfy these criteria reasonably well.
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CHAPTER 6 : HYPERCARD FOR INTERFACE DESIGN

6.1

The HyperCard package

6.1.1 The features of HyperCard
HyperCard was launched in 1987 as a proprietary package for the

Apple Macintosh computer. Bill Atkinson who was responsible for
the software package MacPaint was again the brain behind the
team work which brought out this software1. HyperCard was
given free with every purchase of Macintosh. The present version
is 2.0. It runs on the operating system, Macintosh system 6.0.5 or
later. It needs 1Mb RAM or 2 Mb RAM when used with the
multifinder. HyperCard can take care of information in the form
of text, sound, or video. It does not support colour.
From the very beginning HyperCard has been a popular software
package. It is an application tool in the sense that one can
construct one's own application without much difficulty. Bill
Atkinson himself described it as an authoring tooI2. The two major
features of HyperCard are its graphic user interface and
hypertext-like links. It has got even relational database
management capabilities. Information stored in one stack can be
retrieved in other stacks. It goes even further to reveal the full
context of the related information in the other stack. Generic links
can be established between the stacks. One major advantage of
Database Management System (DBMS) packages is that they
have got versatile reporting capacity. Now with the version 2.0,
HyperCard also has improved its reporting capability. But it is to
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be borne in mind that HyperCard is optimised for browsing
through records in search of desired information.
HyperCard takes on object-oriented programming qualities.
Nielsen and others 3 have related the four main features of objectoriented programming with HyperCard. These features are:
1.
Objects and encapsulation
An object-oriented programme consists of a number of
objects, each consisting of data structures and
algorithms to manipulate the object. In HyperCard a
large part of the object's specification exists as
attributes constructed by direct manipulation and it is
not present in textual form. It is easier to construct
screen designs by directly placing the objects at the
appropriate places.
2.
Message sending
Each object understands a certain number of messages
and is activated when it receives such a message.
System produces such messages as in a mouse click.
3.
Polymorphism
The same message may not mean the same thing in
different object contexts. Therefore the result of
sending a message will depend on the class of the
receiving object. In HyperCard, for example, open
card message is sent whenever a card is shown or
opened. But each card or background will have its own
open card handlers specifying the method of dealing
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with the message.
4.
Specialisation and inheritance
Various objects are related in hierarchy. The lower
levels inherit the properties of the higher level, but
may add new behaviours. For example, the general
way to deal with the mouse click is inherited from the
higher level. But the lower level handlers can override
the higher level messages, if needed. In a higher level,
at the stack a 'hide field' message may be there. But at
the card level, a 'show field' message may overrule it.
An object is any HyperCard unit which can send and receive
messages. Thus objects include buttons, fields, cards,
backgrounds, stacks, and HyperCard itself.
6.1.2 The major elements of HyperCard
The major elements are: Stacks, Backgrounds, Cards, Fields,
Buttons, the Home Stack, Recent, the Help Stack, the Message
Box, and the Scroll Window. The first five of them are the basic
building blocks for HyperCard.
1.
Stacks
A HyperCard Stack is usually a homogeneous collection of
information, which the computer considers as a separate disk file
shown as an icon with the name of the stack. It takes the
metaphor of a stack of cards. A stack can be opened by doubleclicking the icon or by using the option 'Open Stack ... ' at the File
menu when the HyperCard program is active. With version 2.0,
stacks can be opened in separate windows depending on the
memory of the Macintosh.
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2.
Backgrounds
A stack can have more than one background depending on the
requirements. All cards belonging to the same background have
the same background properties. A background can have shared
graphic, shared fields, and shared buttons.
Card
3.
Cards inherit the background properties and can have additional
card graphics, card fields and card buttons. Card contains textual,
graphical information or both.
4.
Fields
The textual information which can be accessed is stored in fields.
Fields in a card may be common to a background or specific to that
card; but the information contained in the fields will be belonging
to that card only. Now fields can be barred from checking if
needed. Font, size and style of the text in a field can be specified.
Also a particular chunk of text can be put in a different font, size
and style. A field can contain up to 30,000 characters. Usually a
field displays the text which can be accommodated in the designed
border of the field. The information is not lost. The field border
can be extended to show the rest of the text. Another way is to
make it a scrolling field. This is a convenient way to show textual
information as appearing in a field meant for abstract in a
bibliographic record.
5.
Buttons
Buttons are the primary navigational tools. Buttons can be
empowered with different powerful functions with proper
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scripting. Icons can be assigned to buttons. These are the objects
usually designed specifically for manipulation of the information.
Users can click these buttons for action on the stacks. Creation of
buttons is an important part of the interface design.
6.
Home Stack
Whenever HyperCard is opened, the first card of the home stack is
shown, in which the important stacks can put as buttons. By
clicking the button, that particular stack can be opened. Home
stack also contains the powerful 'Preferences' card. By the
preferences the user level can be set.

Level

Capabilities

Browsing

Find information only; no text entry or
editing

Typing

Adds text entry and editing on cards

Painting

Adds access to painting tools

Authoring

Adds access to field and button tools

Scripting

Adds access to HyperText scripts

As the level progresses new capabilities are added to the existing
capabilities. Thus a user having 'Scripting level' access to
HyperCard can only design applications using the programme. An
end user of a catalogue designed with HyperCard may be given
only 'Browsing' or at the most 'Typing' level access only. Typing
level users can enter text in some specified fields which are left
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unlocked intentionally. The level can be set when the HyperCard is
opened and can be changed by going the Home Stack. Other
facilities available in the Home stack includes the access to power
tools for resource movements as in the case of sound or icon.
7.
Recent
It shows the facsimiles of the last 42 unique cards accessed during
a transaction. Repeated visits are considered as a single visit only
for the purpose of convenience. This is an extension of the 'Back'
and 'Forth' options available in the menu 'Go'. The 'Recent'
option is also part of the 'Go' menu. One problem with 'Recent' as
a navigational aid is that the card representation is so miniatured
that similar cards can not be distinguished properly for clicking.
8.
Help Stack
Help stack is considered an important part of HyperCard, as
contextual help can be requested at any stage.

9.
Message Box
Message box can display system messages as well as receive
messages from the users. Commands can be negotiated through
the message box. Also calculations can be done using it.
10. Scroll Wmdow
The window size can be of any size from 64 x 64 pixels (ie. less
than a square inch) to 1280 x 1280 pixels.
Each HyperCard object has its own layer. If it is transparent, the
object beneath it can be seen. One should be very careful about the
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background and the card layers. The properties created for the
card layer is specific to that card only. If a property is to be shared
by all the cards in a background then it should be applied in the
background mode. A second background does not inherit the
properties of the first background. If a similar object is to be there
on the second background it should be copied and pasted. Every
object can have a name, a number which shows its position
relational to other similar objects in the same background, and a
unique identification number supplied by the system.
6.1.3 Tool palette
The tool palette contains three object tools, namely cursor, button,
and field tools. The rest of the tools are meant for painting.
Graphics in HyperCard is based on MacPaint. MacPaint can have
control over every pixel or dot on the screen. The graphic
interface can be used for many purposes in the design process.
There are different tools for selection of graphics, painting,
drawing lines, making figures like rectangle, curve, etc.

6.2 HyperTalk: Programming language for HyperCard
The programming in HyperCard differs very much from the
traditional way. In the usual programming by Pascal, Basic, C, etc.
the programming is done from the beginning to the end. In
HyperCard, programming is done to control the different objects.
The programming language is proprietary for HyperCard and it
is called HyperTalk. The programming itself is called 'scripting'.
Winkler and Kamins have defined 'script' as a collection of
statements associated with a particular object4. Within script
statements are grouped into handlers. An object executes the
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statements within one of its handlers when it receives an
instruction to do so. That instruction is called a message.
HyperTalk is English language-like. So the syntax is user friendly.
Even the terminology is very flexible. For example, the name of
the object 'Button' can be written 'btn',or 'button'. The flexibility
makes the programming very interesting.
Scripting is done for the objects in a screen provided for each
object. It is always related to handlers which act upon the object. A
usual handler is 'mouseUp' which means that mouse is clicked and
released on an object. So the handler is 'on mouseUp' and the
programming ends with 'end mouseUp'. The capitalisation of the
second word is only for the convenience of reading since the two
words continuously written; otherwise it can be written in all
capitals or all lower case. A handler in a script is shown below:
onmouseUp
go to card "ABC"
endmouseUp
The indentation is set by the 'tab'. If the scripting is all right, then
the indentations will be at the right place showing a readable
sequence. This particular script for a button can be executed by
clicking the button. The card named 'ABC' will be shown. If there
is no card named 'ABC', then a message is shown: 'There is no
such card'. The 'OK' in the message is to be clicked as the
acknowledgement for the receipt of the message.
There is a hierarchy for the message path. So the handlers are to
be added at the right object in the hierarchy. One above in the
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hierarchy is right; but if the handler is added at a lower level in the
hierarchy, it will not work. For example, if the mouse with the
pointer over a button is clicked, the 'mouseUp' message passes to:
1. that button
2. the card it is defined on
3. the background of that card
4. the stack of that background
5. any stack with stackslnUse property
6. the home stack
7. the HyperCard itself
This is a static message path. If the message is dynamic in the
sense that it is to go to some other card in some other stack, then
the message for a mouse click on a button will pass to:
1. that button
2. the card it is defined on
3. the background of that card
4. the stack of that background
5. the current card (ie., the destination card)
6. the background of that current card
7. the stack of the current card
8. stacks in the stackslnUse property
9. the home stack
10. HyperCard itself.
The message is executed whenever the message is intercepted by a
corresponding handler at any of these points.
Boolean logic of true or false is used in the if-then-else nesting.
Another interesting function is the 'repeat' command which can be
used for a variety of usefulloopings.
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With the 2.0 version, several new functions and commands are
added. Some important commands among them are 'mark cards',
'unmark cards', and 'sort lines' of a container ie., a field or a
variable. Commands and functions written in C, ThinkPascal,
ThinkC can be incorporated into the system as external
commands (XCMDs) and external functions (XFCNs). XCMDs
and XFCNs which come with stacks can be copied and used for
the creation of non-commercial stacks.

6.3 HyperCard stack design
HyperCard stack design considerations are actually part of the
interface design. There are certain aspects peculiar to the
HyperCard package which should be taken into account before
embarking upon the design. The card metaphor is to be properly
understood to make the design functional. Each card can be a
record. These records can be arranged into different stacks for
convenience. Or these cards can be put into different backgrounds
in the same stack. It is immaterial where the cards are available
whether they are in the same stack with different backgrounds or
in entirely different stacks, HyperCard can establish the links. It is
the designer's choice and convenience to create more than one
stack for the interface.
6.3.1 Stack structures
The nature, purpose, and display specifications determine the
structure of the stack. This structure is actually the way in which
the user sees the stack. Actual physical order of the cards in a stack
is not the concern of the user. The linking made by the designer
makes the structure of the stack. It is possible to structure the
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stacks in five ways5:
1.
Linear structure
A linear structure forces the user to pursue the cards in a single
logical path as in a straight line. Only forward and backward
movements are possible. (Figure 6)
2.
Tree structure
A tree structure allows the user to choose several branches to
follow the path as in an organisational chart. Navigation in a
tree-structured stack lets users to move forward and backward
within a branch and return to the most recent branching point.
(Figure 7)
3.
Network structure
Network structure is not in any hierarchic order. It allows to
explore the cards in many different ways. Navigation in network
stacks depends on the subject matter. Heavily used cards can form
as reference points. Or stack map or menu can help in navigation.
Network stack can be designed so that the user can move forward
to a new card, return to a card most recently visited, return to a
specified card or jump to the stack map or menu. (Figure 8)
4.
Single-frame structures
In this stack structure, the user gets the impression that all actions
take place in the same card. There is no sense of travelling. But
actually there are several cards. It is done by the careful designing
of the background and linking buttons.
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Figure 6

Figure 7
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Linear stack structure

Tree type stack structure

Figure 8

Network type stack structure

5.
Combination structures
A combination stack structure uses two or more types of structures
mentioned above. There should be considerable contemplation
before the selection of the structure of the stack because it is the
basis of the performance of the interface.
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CHAPTER 7: IMPLEMENTATION OF THE NOVEL
INTERFACE DESIGN

7.1

The novel interface requirements_

The Objectives for the novel interface for OPAC are described in
detail in Chapter 4. The objectives can be put succinctly as follows:
the novel interface should facilitate browsing with proper
navigation through the citation network. It also should give
opportunity for a co citation search. For this prototype design, the
subject area of 'Microelectronics' is chosen. In that, a subset area
of 'Multichip modules' has been selected for input of documents.
The hardware for this project consists of an Apple Macintosh LC
computer with 4Mb RAM, 40 Mb hard disk and a floppy disk
drive. The input devices consist of a keyboard and a mouse.
As for the software there has been a choice between FileMaker
Pro and HyperCard both proprietary on Macintosh. FileMaker
Pro is a database management system with a graphical user
interface having colour facility. But keeping in view the
requirement of designing a browsing environment just a DBM5
package would not be sufficient for the novel interface. 50 the
natural choice has been HyperCard the credentials of which have
been proved by a study by Hix and Schuman1 as highlighted early
in Chapter 5.
It is presumed that the users would be researchers and students
with some or no computer experience.
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7.2

The stack design for novel interface

7.2.1 The database construction

The database or 'stack' in HyperCard terminology had to be
created taking in view the links to be provided. The documents for
the stack were from the journal, IEEE Transactions on Hybrids,

Components, and Manufacturing Technology. Articles pertaining
to 'Multichip Modules'

were selected for inclusion in this

database. The references given in the selected articles were
entered as separate records or cards. Thus various sources,such
as articles from other journals, conference papers, and
monographs all got entry into the database. The database
contains 219 unique records. At the beginning stage, a small
number of fields were created to enter information on
Author /Editor, Title, Bibliographic details, and Abstract. A field
for Record identification number 'Id' was also created. But as the
database is created, the structure had to be decided since the
structure is part of the totality of the interface design.
7.2.2 A relational approach for linking the citation network

The references and citations for a document should be browsable.
But one-to-one linking will not give such a browsing
environment. So alternative linking methods have to be thought
of. One approach is to use a relational linking (Figure 9).
Document A is connected to documents P, Q and R by having
common attributes. D1, D2, D3 can be regarded as unique 'Id'
numbers which are entered in a field in the document record A. All
the unique 'Id' numbers of the references are to be entered in a
field in the card for the document in question. These unique
numbers can be used for identifying the references for a document.
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Once identified, these can be presented for display. Thus the plan
for linking was done with the unique 'id' numbers given to
documents. Figure shows the field of references containing the
'id' numbers. This field is always hidden from the view of the
users.
Usually it is a common practice in libraries to give unique
'document identification numbers' to documents in the form of
accession numbers or barcode numbers .. When a new document is
entered, it gets a unique 'Id'. As for the references in a document,
some may already be in the system. Duplicate entries can be
identified and their 'Id' numbers are noted in the field meant for
entering the references. Such references which are not in the
system can be entered as separate records with new 'id' numbers
and these 'id' numbers are entered like-wise in 'Ref', the field for
references. Thus all the references are noted with their 'id'
numbers in the 'Ref' field. New documents get added to the
system. A search may retrieve materials which are not in the
library also and the library can procure such materials on
interlibrary loan.
In the early stage a background button with the name 'References'
was added. The scripting of this button checks each 'Id' in the
references field and marks the corresponding card by finding it in
the 'Id' field of the documents. All the marked cards are then
sorted. Thus when the button "References" is clicked, all these
activities in the scripting are done and the first marked card is
presented. Two buttons added to the background, Previous and
Next shown by icons of backward and forward arrows do further
navigation of going back and forth among these·references.
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But later it was thought that it is better to give the number of the
references at the display itself. A field was created for this. This
would have lead to a repetition of the word "references" one, on
the button and other in the field where it announced the number of
references. So instead of the button, a background field with the
number of references is now made to act as a button, because of its
locked text and the script added to it.
Citations are also similarly shown as a locked field with the
number of citations for the document. If there is no citation the
field is hidden. On clicking the button-like citation field, the 'id' is
checked in every card's References field and wherever it occurs
the card is marked. All the marked cards are checked and a list is
made which is presented on a separate card. Any document on this
card can be clicked to go to that particular document card. There
again one can have browsing facility to see the next citation, if
there is one. Again notice is given to guide on which card one is.
Each visit to a card is counted and the information is displayed.

7.3

Second stage of the design

7.3.1 Addition of a front end stack
At this stage it was decided that a second stack should be created
for the display and manipulation of the instantly created lists of
the citations and references. This stack was designed as a front
end to the first stack. So the initial screen and the menu screen
were added as cards to this stack. This stack was called
'CiteFront' while the main stack was called 'CiteBase'. The Stack,
Cite Front is actually a front end to the database to give the cards
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for the presentation of lists as navigational aids. The main menu
is also on this stack. By this arrangement the main stack is not
disturbed. The number of cards in the main stack corresponds to
the number of records in the database. All these cards are in the
same background. The user does not know about the number of
stacks involved in the transactions. It is a part of the design
strategy to decide the number of stacks to be made for the
interface construction. The interface itself is for all purposes a
single entity.
7.3.2 The opening screens for the interface
A graphical opening screen is made as an attractive facade to the
system (Figure 10). A door is pushed to open the system. Then
options appear to take the direction of 'Microelectronics
packaging' or 'Microelectronics materials' (Figure 11).
'Microelectronics materials' has no documents and a note
appears to that effect if the button is clicked. 'Microelectronics
packaging' on the other hand leads to a menu screen.
7.3.3 Menu card facilities (Figure 12)
AuthorslEditors
This button leads to a list of authors and editors. The number of
documents by each author/editor is also given. The lines in this
list can be clicked to get the chosen person's documents. This uses
the clickLine facility of HyperCard on a locked field to reach the
documents.
Highly cited documents
This button relates to a list of highly cited documents. The number
of citations also are given with each document. A click at any
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Figure 10 Opening screen I
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Figure 12 Menu screen

* Always remember to click 'QUIT' when you
rmish the session.

* You can initiate a search:
a. by browsing the List of Authors and
Editors. Click 'Authors/Editors'.
or
b. by browsing the List of the Highly Cited
Documents in the subject area.
Click 'HighlyCitedDocuments'

* By clicking 'CocitationSearch' you may get a
list of documents which cite together a pair
of relevant documents of your choice.
- When you get a document record -

* You can browse 'REFERENCES' listed in the
document and 'CITATIONS' for the document.

* Click 'SELECTforLIST' to include the document
in a list which can be printed by clicking

'Browse&PrintTheSelection' at the "Menu".

chosen document will lead to the citations of that document.
Co citation search
This is a very important byproduct of the citation network. Since
the list of cited documents can be prepared and presented, it is
quite natural that there should be facility for searching as to
whether two such chosen documents are cited together in any of
the documents. For this, a list of cited documents with the
respective numbers of citations for each is created (Figure 13). On
each update of the system this can be automatically updated. The
field giving the document list is locked and is amenable for search
by clicking the documents. There is a notice that two documents
can be clicked. The clicked documents are remembered by the
system and when instructed, a 'Here' button in the notice field is
clicked, a further notice appears confirming the selection giving
the entry name of the first author of the first document and the
entry name of the first author of the second document. One can
confirm it by clicking 'Ok' or abandon the search by clicking
'Cancel'. If it is 'Ok' then the search proceeds to show the results.
If there are no hits, a notice comes to that effect. If there are hits
for the co citation search comprising the two specified authors, a
list of the resulting documents appear. This list can be used for
further navigation to see the individual documents in detail. This
again consists of marking the documents where the 'Id's of the
two documents in question are checked in the references field of
every card. If the two 'Id's occur together the card is marked.
Again all the marked cards are arranged in descending order of
the year of publication and the list is prepared and presented with
the recent document coming first in the list.
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Figure 13 Cocitation search screen

LIST OF CITED DOCUMENTS (With No. of Citations for
Each) FOR COCITATlON SEARCH

1. ( M-094 ) Alien R: Sensors in
silicon, 1984 _.1
2. ( M-173 ) Amdahl C: UJafer scale,
1984 _ 1
3. (M-l 57) Amey 01: Integrated
circuit package selection, 1982 _ 1
4. ( M-146 ) Anacker ID: Liquid
cooling of integrated circuit chips,
1978 _ 1

5. ( M-9S3 ) Anantamula RP and
others: The gold-silicon phase

Cocitation search can be done for more than two documents also.
But it is not encouraged, since in that case the number of hits will
be very minimal because of the size of the database. As the number
of documents in the co citation search increases the relevance of
the documents retrieved actually increases.
Browsing and printing of the selected list
The browsing of the catalogue through its various linkings
actually results in the selection of documents as it proceeds. These
'picked' documents are put in a list to see all documents selected in
that session (Figure 14). One can remove a document from this list
by clicking the document and going to the document and
'des electing' it. Or the cards selected can be browsed again. If the
list is all right then it can be printed. Although options for print
formats can be given, only one print format option was provided
at this stage.

7.4

A normal card screen (Figure 15)

In a normal card screen the following elements can be seen:
Author/editor field
This field contains the names of the authors and editors
associated with the document. It is given as a scrolling field. If a
number of authors extending the border of the field are there,
scrolling becomes active. All the authors can be seen by scrolling
the field.
ntle field

The title field is again a scrolling field, since there can be long
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Figure 14 Browsing and printing screen

LIST OF DOCUMENTS TO BE PRINTED
1. ( M-865 ) 8arfk:necht T and others:
Multichip packaging technology with
laser-patterned interconnects. IEEE
Transactions on Components, Hybrids, and
Manufacturing Technology. u. 12, no. 4, p.
646-649,1989
-location: SERIRlS 621.3 IEEE
2. ( M-D03 ) 8artlett CJ and others:
Multichip packaging design for UlS I based
systems. 37th Electronic Components
Conference, 1987. Proceedings. p. 518-525,
1987
-Not auailable in this library

Figure 15 A normal card screen

Laser-patterned
interconnect for thin-film
hybrid wafer-scale

Library. You can initiate
I nter Library Loan. Click
'I.L.L'

titles which may extend beyond the present border of the field.
Bibliographic details field

Here all the other bibliographic details of the document are given.
There is no difference given for journal articles or monographs. A
field for giving the document type, like journal article,
monograph, or conference paper can be maintained. For the
present project such minute details were not considered. For the
user, from the display it must become clear as to whether the
document is monograph or journal article. Field labels also were
considered unnecessary. The screen design for the document
explains the nature of fields.
Number of references and Number of citations

The field for the number of references in the document is given as
an object for manipulation. It acts as a button. Its position and
looks suggest the nature of a button. The user's attention is drawn
to it by the bold lettering. The field for the number of citations
shown on the right hand side also acts as a button. It is similar to
the 'Number of references' object. If the user clicks one, then
hel she knows the use of the other button also. These two clickable
objects are kept in a separate layer to show the difference.
Abstract
At the centre of the layer is the button 'Abstract'. A click on this
button shows the abstract field. Usually it is kept hidden from the
user's view. It is given only when it is demanded. The abstract
appears as a scrolling field. A mouse click will hide the abstract
again. This saves the screen from being cluttered. If there is no
abstract entered with the document, a notice to that effect
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appears.
The Next and Previous buttons
The Next and Previous buttons are basic navigational tools. These
appear on the screen only if there are two or more cards to be
shown as a result of an action. These are given as forward and
backward arrows. At the outset, if it is the first card in a bunch of
cards to be shown only the Next button appears. At the last card
Next button disappears and only the Previous button remains to
show that the end point has reached. If more than two cards are
there, both the button remains for the middle cards so that one can
go forward and backward in a chain.
Back button
In the next layer, all the objects shown are buttons. 'Back' button is
again a powerful navigational tool, to traverse back to the
original transaction area. For example if a citation search is being
done, one can back at any time to the list from which the citation
record is selected. The 'Back' button facility is available at every
stage in all screens. It is given as an icon implying 'going back' as
different from the straight 'Previous" button.
Menu button
Menu button is also a navigational aid. At any stage in browsing
one can go back to the menu to start a new search. This will help
the user to come out from lengthy browsing. Menu button helps in
quitting the session also.
Status button
This button has got the useful function of showing the presence
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and availability of the document. If the document is not present a
notice appears to indicate it. And a button for interlibrary loan
initiation appears. If the document is on loan a notice to that
effect and a button for reserving the item appears.
Button for the selection of documents

'SELECTforLIST' is a button for selecting the document as
perceiving it useful in the course of the browsing. When selected it
indicates the selection by changing its name to
'SELECTEDforLIST' .
Where-you-are indication field

This field appears in most of the cases when there are two ore
more cards are to be shown as a set. For example if the citations
for a document is shown, a note field appears saying 'This is
number 1 of the 4 citations for Martin, B, 1989'. Notices like this
are shown to indicate the current position. This again is a
navigational aid.
Number of visits field

This field is a useful reminding device. From the first visit to a
card itself, the visits are logged and shown.
These are the objects usually shown on the screen. Whenever an
object is not needed or not usable, it is hidden to avoid any
confusion. If there are no citations for a document, a citations
object is just not necessary. If it is there, users will expect that
there are citations and will try to click it. Thus fields and buttons
are made to vanish when they are not functional.
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7.5

Scripting for the novel interface design

Most of the objects needed HyperTalk scripting in this interface.
Straight HyperCard linking available with the buttons was never
used because the interface was based on a network approach. The
nodes of this network are prepared as and when they are needed
by the system by the scripting involved. The structure of the
database also was designed to effect this network on a relational
model.
The stack, 'CiteBase' has extensive scripting attached to it at the
stack level. Mostly it involves the 'openCard' handler. So many
fields and buttons are to be hidden when the card is opened. At the
same time on the basis of some condition, like 'if... then ... else'
some fields and buttons should appear on the screen. Appendix 1
gives the script for the main stack 'CiteBase'.
Simple scripts operate with buttons, 'Authors/Editors' and
'HighlyCitedDocuments'. But the script with the list presented for
manipulation is worth noticing (Appendix 2).
Programming for the cocitation search involved the checking of
two variables and also involved some confirmations from the
user. Appendix 3 gives the script which negotiates a co citation
search. Browse and print also involved some scripting
(Appendix 4).
The scripting for the Status button uses the hidden fields of call
number information and loan status. It is the only time when the
user has to use the keyboard to identify himself by giving a User
Id, when interlibrary loan or reservation is to be executed.
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Appendix 5 shows the scripting for 'Status' button. If one enters a
User Id a second time for reserving the same book or in requesting
interlibrary loan for the same book, it is identified and gives a
message that this has already been input.
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CHAPTER 8: EVALUATION OF THE INTERFACE DESIGN

8.1

Evaluation of interfaces: aims and techniques

8.1.1 Aims of evaluation of interface design
The aim of an interface design is always to improve the usability
as far as possible. So the usability of the design is to be checked
and evaluated with the help of prospective users. According to
Ravden and Johnsonl, an evaluation is likely to reveal:
- the major problem areas
- the particular area requiring improvement
- particularly good aspects of the interface
- how successful the interface is in meeting the tasks
Also it may reveal the misunderstandings, misinterpretations and
confusions about the system
First the users as evaluators are to be identified and requested to
participate. Some background information on them is necessary.
There is no need of a formal questionnaire for this. An informal
interview will suffice for gathering such information like their
previous computer experience, educational qualifications, etc. The
different backgrounds, expertise and experience of the evaluators
can give valuable inferences at the stage of the analysis of the
evaluation. It is important that this information is gathered
before the evaluation.
8.1.2 Methods of evaluation
There can be four ways to evaluate a user interface: formally by
some analysis technique, automatically by a computerised
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procedure, empirically by experiments with users, and
heuristically by simply looking at the interface and passing
judgment according to one's own opinion 2• Formal analysis
models are still under experimentation and they are not much
applied for extensive evaluation. Automatic evaluation methods
such as the transaction log analysis are also used in evaluation.
But such methods are considered very primitive since through
those methods the actual user reactions can not be ascertained.
Empirical evaluation is the most used method and can give rise to
a thorough testing of the system. Task analYSis is the most
commonly employed method of empirical testing. Heuristic
method is simple and is useful at the early stages of the design.
Apart from all these evaluation methods, in an ideal situation it is
the relevance of the retrieved records that matters most. This
factor is a most subjective aspect. O'Brien 3 is of the opinion that
relevance also should form part of the evaluation process. But till
now there are no such analytical methods capable enough to elicit
a useful understanding of end user's information seeking
behaviour needs, to know the success rate at an OPAC.

8.2

Task analysis method for the evaluation of the novel
interface

8.2.1 Task analysis method: definition and techniques
Task analysis is defined as a formal methodology, derived from
system analysis, which describes and analyses the performance
demands made on the human elements of a system 4 • The tasks
which represent the functions of the interface are to be identified.
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These tasks must be realistic and the majority of the users should
be able to carry out the tasks successfully. These tasks are listed
and given to the evaluators for performance.
In 'thinking aloud' method the evaluators are asked to give a
running commentary of the procedures they are adopting to carry
out the tasks. If the task is problematic, that also is is reported.
This commentary is recorded by the designer who conducts the
evaluation or a taperecorder is used. Later this commentary is
analysed to find out the usability problems.
In normal task analysis method the user is asked to perform the
tasks and then after a stipulated time the evaluator is interviewed
to find out the difficulties, if any encountered during the
performance of the tasks.
VirziS has found out that a designer who chooses to run an
evaluation with a very few subjects will be able to identify most of
the major usability problems and some portion of the less
important problems. He suggests that 80 percent of the problems
can be identified after only five subjects.
8.2.2 Task analysis method: procedural considerations
At the outset, the evaluators are to be given a brief overview
about the system and its objectives. And also they should be made
aware of the aim of the evaluation. The evaluators should be
convinced about how their opinions are valuable for the design.
Then the evaluation procedure itself is to be explained fully to the
evaluators. They should not get the feeling that by evaluation they
are being tested. They should feel free to report all the difficulties
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experienced at the system. If some tasks can not be done it should
be considered as the problem of the interface. In short, the
evaluators should feel at ease at the evaluation process.
The tasks must be clear. There should not be any ambiguity in the
terminology used to describe the tasks. Technical terms should be
properly explained before the commencement of the task
performance.
After the task performance the designer should again question the
evaluator to find out the difficulties on each task performance.
General comments on the usability, and other aspects should be
elicited.
When the system is amended as a result of the evaluation, the
amendments done to satisfy some evaluators should not clash
with the requirements of some others. Only general problems
should be looked into. Some specific problems may be peculiar to
only certain users.

8.3

Evaluation of the novel interface

8.3.1 Task analysis procedure for the evaluation of novel interface
It has been decided that a task analysis method would be suitable

for the evaluation of the novel interface. A list of tasks was
designed with seven tasks relating to the performance of the
interface and a corresponding interview schedule was prepared
(Appendix 6). It was tested with five post-graduate students from
the Department of Library and Information Studies and with two
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research students from the Department of Electronics and
Electrical Engineering.
Each evaluator was given 10 minutes for the execution of the
tasks. Further 15 minutes were taken for the interviewing after
the tasks were completed.
8.3.2 Analysis of the evaluation process
Task completion
Of the total seven respondents, four could complete the tasks well
in time. The other three evaluators were very slow. These three
subjects were not much experienced in the manipulation of mouse
and Macintosh screen specialities like scrolling.
Task performance in stipulated time
Tasks

No. of evaluators
completing
the task

1. Give the volume number of the journal of
the most highly cited document

7

2. Which is the most recent article citing the
most highly cited document? (Give the name
of the first author only)

7

3. How many articles are there by Hagge, J.K.?

7

4. How many items co cite the two documents:
Spielberger and others (1984) and
Johnson R.W. and others (1986)?

4

5. How many items co cite Hagge, J.K. (1988)
and Taylor, G.E and others (1985)?

4

6. Is the document by Hopper and others (1992)
available in the library?

7

7. Select the 3rd reference in Hopper
and others (1992) and print

7
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Only one evaluator could not do the second task. That evaluator
reported some confusion in understanding the term citing' .
Although Icocitation search' was done by all the four respondents
who completed the tasks it was found that they just followed the
instructions on the screen only. The concept of cocitation search
was not clear. It had to be explained to them again after the task
completion.
I

8.3.3 Suggestions and comments
The general appearance of the interface was commended
favourably by all. One major suggestion was about the cocitation
search screen. At the time of the evaluation there was no
provision for distinguishing the selected documents when chosen
in the documents list presented for cocitation. Some sort of
marking for the selected document was suggested. Another
suggestion has been for the provision of abstracts also when the
list is printed. Those who had knowledge of the subject field could
appreciate the relevance of cocitation search. This was the only
difference between the evaluators with subject expertise and
other evaluators. Although browsing was done, the significance
of the IBack' button was not easily understood. Everybody could
understand the INext' and IPrevious' buttons. It was suggested
that the names of these buttons also should be given for proper
understanding.
8.3.4 The analysis of the evaluation: inferences and observations
Experience in manipulating mouse is a prerequisite for using this
interface. The three evaluators who could not do the cocitation
search were not experienced in the manipulation of mouse and
scrolling fields. It was observed that those who were novices in
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using Macintosh improved their performance second time when
the process of scrolling was explained. The concept of co citation
search is new to all the evaluators. But its value was
acknowledged. Browsing environment was appreciated by the
two subject specialists.
The meanings of the terminologies 'references' and 'citations'
should be consistently understood separately, so that there should
not be any confusion in this kind of search. "References' should
stand for the items cited by a document and citation should mean
the documents citing a particular document.
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CHAPTER 9 :CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

9.1

Conclusions

Subject access by Query method using the matching of words and
phrases at the OPAC interface is always a difficult task because of
various reasons. Prominent among them being the difficulty in
describing information needs in the vocabulary of the system. It is
aggravated by the explicit use of the Boolean logic. OPAC users
are not trained as the expert search intermediaries of online
Abstracting and Indexing (A&I) databases. Now work is going on
several areas to make the user and the system meet at the
interface for meaningful dialogue. Information retrieval research
solutions and artificial intelligence and expert system based
tactics are being employed to circumvent the difficulties at query
mode of search. But a major trend nowadays has emerged to
explore the potentials of browsing for subject access.
Interdisciplinary research approach and the inference that
browsing fosters creativity have increased the interest in
browsing as a search strategy. Another development in
information technology also enhanced the interest in browsing.
That is the emergence of hypertext systems. Browsing systems
have become a possibility.
Direct manipulation systems with Graphical user interface have
changed the scene of user interface design. An application
designer tool like HyperCard can now make user friendly systems.
Interface design is part of the solution for any system
development. All the links and structures which help in making the
system usable should be made in the planning stage itself. The
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interface should be designed as a total system. Front end alone
can not save the situation, if the internal structures of the
database are not coherent. The interface should be functional and
aesthetically pleasing. Since the focus is now on the users, any
system should be flexible and adaptable. The rigidity of the
commands and the consequent error messages which have vexed
the users are no longer tolerated. Graphical user interfaces are
now helping a wide variety of users.
The versions of HyperCard 2.0 and its programming language
HyperTalk can take care of a relational approach. Thus transient
links can be easily made between nodes which can be browsed.
The links remain only for the session. Thus the browsing and
relational approaches in HyperCard can be meaningfully used for
the creation of a citation network with proper scripting with
HyperTalk. Of course, the database or stack design should take
care of this linking by creating a separate field for the inputting of
all the unique identifiers for all the references in a document. At
the time of data entry all these reference numbers are to be
entered and should make sure that the cited documents are also
available in the system. Even if a document cited thus is not
present in the library, it should be entered as a separate document
entry only to say later that the document is not available in the
library. This document can be procured on interlibrary loan. With
the down loading facilities from other databases this need not be a
difficult proposition. The workload of the library personnel will
increase and this is a major deterrent for the creation of such a
network. Another major problem is disk space since articles and
other documents which are not in the library also are to be
included. It is presumed that as the computer technology
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progresses the problem of storage will be solved.

9.2

Recommendations

1.

Browsing and picking useful material is a usual form of

search strategy and such systems are to be made available to the
users of OPACs. The final list which one makes after this search
strategy should be again amenable for browsing and checking.
2.

Cocitation search is to be popularised as it gives relevant

materials. This can be done only if systems with such a facility is
provided in OPACs. When it is easy to click two documents and
ask for the documents which cite these together, users will start
using this search strategy. Researches done in the area of
cocitation searching should not rest as just academic exercises.
3.

A system with a citation network approach is recommended

for small libraries and information systems catering to very small
areas of research.
4.

A system like the present one, which facilitates browsing and

access through 'highly cited documents' and 'authors/editors' in
the subject area can form a subsystem of the OPAC for a big
library. The linking procedure for such a subsystem is to be further
explored. Through a relational approach it is shown that it is
possible to make transient citation network links through
HyperCard. In a big library a list of highly cited documents will
offer documents from widely different subject areas and it will not
be helpful. But if a particular document is found relevant, a
citation network from its narrow subject area can be created
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transiently and the search through 'highly cited documents' and
'authors/ editors' in the subject specialisation can be offered. This
kind of citation linking for browsing is a matter of further
research in the area of interface design for OPAC in a library
catering to many disciplines.
5.
The worth of HyperCard as an interface design tool
particularly where browsing is involved is established as inferred
from the evaluators' appreciation of the screens and the brOWSing
mechanism.
6.
Icons including those for the directional buttons should have
its names also included as part of the object representation on the
screen. The icon alone will not divulge the meaning of the object.
This is a confirmation of the finding of Kacmar and Careyl.
7.
Touch screen is a possible suggestion for public access
systems like OPACs, as mouse as a pointing device is found to give
some strain to some inexperienced users. Any aspect of the system
which constrains the use of the system should be amended. Touchscreen technology as reported by Sears and Shneiderman2 is
becoming more and more sophisticated.
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APPENDIX 1

STACK SCRIPT FOR OTEBASE,THE MAIN STACK

25/11/92 2: 18 am

Script of stack Maci.ntosh HD:sb:CiteBase

on newCard
set numberformat to "000"
put number of cards into totalN
put "M-"& totalN into bg field "Id"
end newCard
on openStack
hide menubar
end openStack

on openCard
hide bg button "Backcard"
hide bg fld "Abstract"
hide bg fld "Ref"
hide bg fld "MarkForPrinting"
hide bg fld "DocType"
hide bg fld "visi tRecord"
hide bg fld "StatusNoticel"
hide bg fld "StatusNotice2"
hide bg fld "CallNumber"
hide bg fld "Reserved"
hide bg fld "Loan"
hide bg button "I.l. L"
hide bg button "Reserve"
hide bg fld "ILL"
hide bg fld "citNum"
visitRecording
if fi rst word of bg fld "RefNo"
hide bg fld "RefNo"
else
show bg fld "RefNo"
end if
if bg
set
set
else
set
set
end if

o

then

fld "MarkForPrinting" is empty then
the name of bg button Id 56 to "SELECTforLIST"
the hili te of bg button id 56 to false
the name of bg button Id 56 to "SELECTEDforLIST"
the hilite of bg button id 56 to true

if bg fld "CitNum" is empty then
hideCitNum
else
show bg fld "et tNum"
end if
if marked of this cd is false then
markedFalse
end if

t f number of marked cards
markedCardOne
end if

1 then

if number of marked cards >= 2 then
if the marked of this card is true then
markedCardMoreThanOne
end if
end if
end openCard
on markedFalse
hide bg fld "showNumber"
put empty into bg fld "showNumber"
hide bg button "prev"
hide bg button "Next"
end markedFalse

I

2: 18 am

Script of stack Macintosh HO: sb: Ci teBase

markedCardOne
hide bg fld "showNumber"
hide bg button "prey"
hide bg button "Next"
markedCardOne
markedCardMoreThanOne
show bg fld "showNumber"
put the fourth word of bg fld "ShowNumber" into markedNum
i. f markedNum = 1 then
hide bg button "Prey"
lse
show bg button "prey"
nd i.f
if markedNum = number of marked cards then
hide bg button "Next"
lse
show bg button "Next"
nd i.f
markedCardMoreThanOne
hideRefNo
hide bg fld "RefNo"
hideRefNo
hideCitNum
hi.de bg fld "Ci tNum"
hi deCi. tNum
visitRecording
if bg fld "visitRecord" is empty then
put "Visit 1" & return into bg fld "visitRecord"
put "-/ First visit to this Card" into bg fld "Visi.tRecordNoti.ce"
lse
get number of 1 ines in bg fld "visi tRecord"
put it into visitNo
put "Visit" && (visi tNo + 1) & return after bg fld ...,
"visitRecord"
put "-/ Visited this Card" && (visi tNo + 1) && "times" into ...,
bg fld "Visi tRecordNoti.ce"
nd if
visitRecording

2

APPENDIX 2

27 am

SCRIPT FOR THE LISTING OF DOCUMENTS

Script of card field id 1

"Authlst"

seUp
screen
lockmessages to true
lock recent to true
cursor to busy
card
the value of the cl ickl ine into texVar
te the last word of texVar
te the last word of texVar
texVar into searchVar
o stack "Ci teBase"
cursor to busy
rk all cards
cards where bg fld "author" contains searchVar
marked cards descendi.ng numeri.c by the last word of ....
ld "bibdetai Is"
umber of marked cards >- 2 then
peat with num = 1 to number of marked cards
go marked card num
put "This is No. " & num && "of the " && number of marked cards && "Documents t
searchVar into bg fld "Shownumber"
d repeat
de bg fld "showNumber"
de bg button "prev"
de bg button "Next"
of
lockmessages to false
lockrecent to false
o fi rst marked card
k screen
the cursor to hand
seUp

1

APPENDIX 3

3: 10 am

SCRIPT FOR COCITATION SEARCH

Script of card button id 1

"CocitationSearch"

1

mouseUp
o to cd "Coei tSearch"
mouse Up
mouseEnter
ide cd fld "Noticel"
ut "Cl ick the Button ow cd fld "Noti.ceZ"
mouseEnter

'CoeitationSearch' to initiate a search for Documents whi.d

ouse Leave
. de cd fld "NoticeZ"
ow cd fld "Noti.ce1"
mouse Leave

3: 13 am

Script of card field id 1

=

"CoCi tCltckList"

mouseUp
set the cursor to busy
global searchCl ick, nameVar
get the value of the cl ickL ine
put the thi. rd word of it & " " after searchCl ick
put the fifth word of it & " & " after nameVar
set the cursor to hand
mouseUp

1

3: 15 am

Script of card button id 12 = "HERE"

mouseUp
lock screen
set the cursor to busy
ush card
set the 10ckMessages to true
set the 10ckRecent to true
global searchCl ick, nameVar
elete the last word of nameVar
i. f nameVar is not empty then
answer nameVar wi. th "OK" or "CANCEL"
if it is "OK" then
set the cursor to busy
put searchClick into searchVar
put empty into searchClick
go to stack "CiteBase"
unmark all cards
mark cards where bg fld "Ref" contains first word of searchVar
unmark cards where the second word of searchVar is not ....
in bg fld "Ref"
put number of marked cards into markNo
if markNo = 0 then
go back
put "No results. Try with another combination" into cd fld ....
"Notice"
show cd fld "Notice"
put empty into nameVar
else
put "There are " & markNo && "documents cod ting " & nameVar ....
into CitNumVar
repeat with count = 1 to markNo
go to marked card count
put count after citeVar
put ". ( " & bg field "Id" & .. ) " after ci. teVar
if number of lines in bg fld "Author" > 1 then
put 1 ine 1 of bg fld "Author" && "and others" after d teVar
else
put 1 ine 1 of bg field "Author" after d teVar
end if
put " : " & bg fld "Tt tle" & ", " & the last word of ....
bg fld "Bibdetails" & return & return after ci. teVar
end repeat
unmark all cards
go stack "CiteFront"
go to cd "CocitationList"
put ei teVar into cd fld "Coci. tationIndex"
put ct tnumVar into cd fld "coci. tnumber"
put empty into nameVar
put empty into citnumVar
end if
else
put empty into searchCltck
put empty into nameVar
end if
Ise
pop card
nd if
nlock screen
et the 10ckMessages to false
et the 10ckRecent to false
et the cursor to hand
mouse Up

1

APPENDIX 4

SCRIPT FOR BROWSE AND PRINT

2: 37 am Script of card button id 11

"Browse&PrintTheSelection"

mouseUp
ush card
set lockmessages to true
et lock recent to true
ock screen
et cursor to busy
o to stack "Ci teBase"
nmark all cards
ark Cards by finding "xprint"
f number of marked cards >= 1 then
browseLi.st
lse
pop card
put "Please, Select the Documents first." into cd fld "Notice3"
show cd fld "Notice3"
nd if
nlock screen
et lockmessages to false
et lock recent to false
et cursor to hand
mouseUp
mouse Enter
ide cd fld "Noticel"
ut "Click the Button how cd fld "Notice2"
mouseEnter
mouse Leave
ide cd fld "Notice2"
how cd fld "Noticel"
mouseLeave

'Browse&PrintTheSelection' to see and print the Documents

1

browseList
ut empty into listVar
ort marked cards by the fi rst line of bg fld "Author"
epeat with count = 1 to number of marked cards
go to marked card count
put count & ". ( " & bg fld "Id" & " ) " after 1istVar
if number of lines in bg fld "Author" = 2 then
put line 1 of bg fld "Author" & " and " & line 2 of ....
bg fld "Author" after 1istVar
end if
if number of lines in bg fld "Author" >- 3 then
put line 1 of bg fld "Author" && "and others" after 1istVar
end if
if number of lines in bg fld "Author" = 1 then
put line 1 of bg field "Author" after li.stVar
end if
put " : " & bg fld ....
"Title" &
& line 1 of bg fld "Bibdetails" &" "& ....
li.ne 2 of bg fld "Bibdetai.ls" & return ....
after 1istVar
if bg fld "Call Number" is not empty then
put "
-Locati.on: " & li.ne 1 of bg fld "Callnumber" & " " & li.ne 2 of bg f"
"CallNumber" & " " & 1ine 3 of bg fld "Callnumber" after 1 istVar
else
put "
-Not avai.lable in this li.brary" after listVar
end i.f
if bg fld "Loan" is not empty then
put " (Now on loan)" after 1istVar
end if
put return & return after 1i.stVar
nd repeat
o to cd "browseCard" of stack "Ci teFront"
ut 1 istVar into cd fld "browse" of cd "browseCard"
browseLi.st
It.

"

APPENDIX 5

3: Z0 am

SCRIPT FOR STATUS INFORMATION

Script of bkgnd button id 61 = "STATUS"

mouseUp
if bg fld "CaIINumber" is empty then
hide bg button "Reserve"
show bg button "I.l.l"
put "Not available in this library. You can initiate Inter library loan. Click 'I
show bg fld "StatusNoticeZ"
else
if bg fld "loan" is empty then
put "Document available at:" & Return & bg fld "CallNumber" into bg fld "Statu
show bg fld "statusNoticel"
hide bg button "I.l.l"
else
put "The document is on loan. You can reserve it. Click 'Reserve'" into bg He
show bg fld "StatusNoticel"
show bg button "Reserve"
end if
hide bg fld "StatusNoticeZ"
end if
mouseUp

1

APPENDIX 6

TASK ANALYSIS SCHEDULES

HYPERCITE: LIBRARY CATALOGUE WITH A CITATION NETWORK
APPROACH

This On line Public Access Catalogue (OPAC) gives opportunity for
browsing through the references and citations of a document.
Please attempt the following questions while exploring the OPAC.

1. Give the volume no. of the journal of the 'most highly cited
document'.

2. Which is the most recent article citing 'the most highly cited
document'? (Give the name of the first author only)

3. How many articles are there by Hagge JK ?

4. How many items cocite the two documents: Jensen RJ and others
(1984) and Spielberger and others (1 984)?

5. How many items cocite Chang TP and others( 1981) and Hagge JK
(1988)?

6. Is the document by Hopper and others (1992) available in the
library

7. Select the 3rd reference in Hopper and others (1992) for printing

---Thank you very much for your cooperation.

Evaluation of Ouestions

1. The problems if any, in the negotiation of the questions:

0.1.

0.2.

0.3.

0.4.

0.5.

O.S.

Q.7.

2. Please comment on the following:
The Menu screen:

The terminology:

The document record screen layout:

Usability of buttons:

3. General comments:

WELCOME

TO

HYPERCITE
r,

Q

It1J

Q

Q
\.Q

1/

iIlI"'Q

"

Sorry, this subject area
is not yet incorporated
in this mode .
....

. . ..

.

. .

.

. .

.

. .. .

. . . . . . ..

..

.

. .

* Always remember to click 'QUIT' when you
fmish the session.

* You can initiate a search:
a. by browsing the List of Authors and
Editors. Click 'Authors/Editors'.
or
b. by browsing the List of the Highly Cited
Documents in the subject area.
Click 'HighlyCitedDocuments'

* By clicking 'CocitationSearch' you may get a
list of documents which cite together a pair
of relevant documents of your choice.
-- When you get a document record --

* You can browse 'REFERENCES' listed in the
document and 'CITATIONS' for the document.

* Click 'SELECTforLIST' to include the document
in a list which can be printed by clicking
'Browse&PrintTheSelection' at the "Menu".

LIST OF THE MOST CITED DOCUMENTS
(With the No. of Citations for Each)
1. ( M-002 ) Spielberger RK and
others: Silicon-on-silicon packaging,
1984 _ 9
2. ( M-024 ) Ho CW and others: The
thin-film module as a high
performance semiconductor package,
1982 _ 6

3. ( M-004 ) Johnson RW and others:
Silicon hybrid wafer-scale package
technology, 1986 _ 6
4. ( M-051 ) Bean KE : Anisotropic
etching of silicon, 1918 _ 5

DOCUMENTS CITING Tuckerman DB, 1987

1
1

1. ( M-216 ) Hopper R and others: R
feasibility study for the fabrication of
planar silicon multichip modules using
electron beam lithography for precise
location and interconnection of chips,
1992

1
1

2. (M-DOl) Nayak 0 and others:
Simulation and design of lossy
transmission lines uia thin-film
multichip package, 1990
3. ( M-065 ) Barfknecht T and others :
Multichip packaging technology with
laser-patterned interconnects, 1989

Spielberger
Huang CD
Nunne WH
Manes AH

Silicon-an-si licon
packaging

Hopper A
Jones A
Augur RA

Fice MJ

A feasibility study for the
fabrication of planar
silicon multichip modules
using electron beam

Citations for
Spielberger RK,
1984
,/ First visit
to this Card

Nayak D
Hwang LT
Turlik I

Simulation and design of
Jossy transmission lines
via thin-film multichip
package

IEEE Transactions on Components, Hybrids, and
Manufacturing Technology
v. 13, no. 2,p. 294-302,1990
R thin-film multichip package design was
eualuated for its applications in packaging
high performance UlSS/UlS I chips. Typical
thin-film interconnections ( copper lines SJIm
wide and 4JIm thicf< ) were analysed and a
large eMOS driuer was emplo ed in the

Citations for
Spielberger RK,
1984
,/ First visit

Bartlett CJ
Segelken JM
Teneketges NA

Multichip packaging design
for VLSI based systems

37th Electronic Components Conference, 1987
Proceedings. p. 518-525, 1987

This is No. , of
the 23
References in
Nayak 0, '998 (
M-881 )

,/ First visit

Not auailable in this
Library. You can initiate
I nter Library loan. Clicl<
'I.L.L'

L I Sf Of REfERENCES in Nayak D, 199B (
M-BBIJ

1. ( M-003 ) Bartlett CJ and others:
Multichip pack:aging design for UlS I
based systems, 1987
2. ( M-DOS) Chao CC and others:
Multilayer thin-film substrate for
multichip pack:aging, 1988
3. ( M-008 ) Oeutsch R and Ho ern :
Thin-film interconnection lines for
UlSI, 1983
4. ( M-007 ) Oeutsch R and Ho ern
Triplicate structure design for
thin-film, lossy, unterminated
transmission lines, 1981

:

Bartlett CJ
Segelken JM
Teneketges NA

Multichip packaging design
for VLSI based systems

37th Electronic Components Conference, 1987
Proceedings. p. 518-525, 1987

This is No. 1 of
the 23
References in
Nayak 0, 1998 (
M-881 )

,f First visit

to this Card

Bartlett CJ
Segelken JM
Teneketges NA

Multichip packaging design
for VLSI based systems

37th Electronic Components Conference, 1987
Proceedings. p. 518-525, 1987

This is No. I of
the 23
References in
Nayak 0, 1998 (
M-BB' )

,f First uisit

to this Card

LIST OF CITED DOCUMENTS (With No. of Citations for
Each) FOR COCITATION SEARCH

79. ( M-063 ) Jensen RJ and others:
Copper/polyimide materials system
for high-performance packaging,
1984 _ 4
88. ( M-004 ) Johnson Rill and others:
Silicon hybrid wafer-scale package
technology, 1986 _ 6
81. ( M-075 ) Johnson Rill and others:
Thin-film silicon multichip technology,
1988 _ 2

There are 6 documents cociting Johnson &
Spielberger

1. ( M-216 ) Hopper R and others: R
feasibility study for the fabrication
of planar silicon multi chip modules
using electron beam lithography for
precise location and interconnection
of chips, 1992
2. ( M-O~ 1 ) Nayak: 0 and others:
Simulation and design of 10ssy
transmission lines uia thin-film
multichip pack:age, 1999
3. ( M-OS8 ) Johnson RID : Multichip
thin-film technology on silicon, 1989

I

I.
Hopper A
Jones A
Augur RA
Fice MJ

A feasibility study for the
fabrication of planar
silicon multichip modules
using electron beam

documents
cociting Johnson
{;I spielberger
,/ Yisited this

OOCIlMENTS CITI NG Spielberger RK, 1984

1. ( M-216 ) Hopper R and others: R
feasibility study for the fabrication of
planar silicon multichip modules using
electron beam lithography for precise
location and interconnection of chips,
1992
2. ( M-O~ 1 ) Nayak 0 and others:
Simulation and design of lossy
transmission lines uia thin-film
multichip package, 1990
3. ( M-02S ) Jaeger RC and others:
High heat-fluH cooling for silicon
hybrid multichip packaging, 1989

,,-,"

LIST OF RUTHORSIEDITORS
(With the No. of Documents)
Rcosta RE --: 2
Rhmed H -- 1
Rlfonso MR -- 1
Rllen R -- 1
Rmdahl [ -- 1
Rmey DI -- 2
Rnacker W -- 1
Rnantamula RP -- 1
Rnderson RH -- 1
Rndrews JR -- 2
Rngell JB -- 1
Rntonetti UW -- 1
Rrnold FE -- 5
Rrthur DJ -- 1

Click the NAME in
the LIST to get
the details of the

OF DOCUMENTS SELECTED
( M-003 ) Bartlett CJ and others: Multichip packaging design for VLSI based systems. 37th
Components Conference, 1987. Proceedings. p. 518-525, 1987
-Not available in this library
( M-216 ) Hopper A and others: A feasibility study for the fabrication of planar silicon multichip
using electron beam lithography for precise location and interconnection of chips. IEEE
on Components, Hybrids, and Manufacturing Technology. v. 15 no. 1 p. 97-102, 1992
-Location: SERIALS 621.3 IEEE (Now on loan)
( M-OOl ) Nayak D and others : Simulation and design of lossy transmission lines via thin-film

"",",~"ip package. IEEE Transactions on Components, Hybrids, and Manufacturing Technology. v. 13,
2, p. 294-302, 1990
-Location: SERIALS 621.3 IEEE

